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Bias is a pervasive feature of human life. It is intertwined, or used interchangeably, with many labels -stereotypes, implicit or subconsciously held beliefs, or close-mindedness. Bias can certainly have detrimental effects on human well-being, including in the realm of health care [4] ; it is often connected to unfair practices, such as certain segments of society being blocked from meaningful access to affordable home loans or receiving disproportionately harsh criminal sentences. At times, these unfair practices may be tied to an AI system that is rendering decisions that guide human behavior (e.g., about who may be a good candidate for a home loan or who is likely to commit another crime), and the decisions by that system have been contaminated by human bias [5] .
Given the breadth of effects that robots are expected to have on human life, the infusion of harmful forms of bias into the design and functioning of robotic technology must be scrutinized and hopefully halted. For example, a recent article in the ACM/IEEE International Conference on Human-Robot Interaction entitled "Robots and Racism" examined how research subjects react to a robot if they assume the robot has been "racialized"; the scenario was conducted under the guise of a shooter bias task [1] . The researchers illustrated that subjects' reaction time when deciding to shoot a robot differs depending on the "skin tone" of the robot. What this type of research does not do, however, is create algorithmic solutions on the system side once the potential problem has been identified. Studies are identifying that bias is occurring, but they often do not develop solutions to mitigate or halt it on a larger scale. This can be a shortcoming in much of the current robotics research.
As the media continues to sensationalize intelligent systems-such as chatbots [6] , search engines [3] , or facial recognition systems [9] -that display the same or similar biases as humans, we as members of the robotics community share in the sensationalism blame if we do not operationalize the problem and seek to develop concrete, implementable solutions. This is not to suggest that researchers should abandon the practice of conducting studies and publishing papers. Collecting data, clarifying concepts, and, more generally, building on the knowledge base are vitally important tasks. Yet, as part of the robotics community, we also have a professional responsibility to move beyond merely conducting studies that continue to confirm the presence of bias. We know that bias exists and that it is a significant and corrosive problem that infuses itself into countless human activities (e.g., Byrne [2] ). Yet what is less clear is what to do about it, especially when viewing this problem through a robotic lens. For instance, AI techniques that seek to address the bias issue based on ensuring algorithm transparency, such as Explainable AI, may not work that well with physically embodied systems. If a self-driving car is about to run into a pedestrian crossing the road, will it help to tell the passengers inside the car what it's doing shortly before impact? And is it appropriate for the car to behave differently depending on how well those inside the car know the pedestrian? We need to push our collective thinking powers and expertise to develop real-world methods to mitigate the effects that bias may have, some that will borrow from our discoveries in AI but many others that are broader and more inclusive in order to address this bias conundrum.
Numerous companies are urgently pushing to get robotic technologies-including autonomous vehicles, robot caregivers, and drones-out into the world. We have to display equal if not more urgency toward efforts to address ethical and social issues related to robots, including how bias encoded in or learned by robots may affect consumers, workers, patients, and, more generally, the public. Perhaps a step in the right direction is encouraging more collaborations across the disciplines and drawing together a more inclusive set of perspectives into the robot design process. In either case, the robotics community needs to be an integral part of developing solutions. Maintaining the status quo of how technology is currently designed may result in decisions being made or possibly imposed on the robotics community by external entities. Even worse, the public may
